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McDonald
all the way
Neill who traveled
from Oklahoma to play tennis for
little Kenyon College in Garabier
0 is making a lot of net critics
wonder whether he didnt deserve
better than the ninth ranking position he received in mens singles
play last year
At that ninth position in the nafor a 19- yearold
tional ratings
seems a pretty fair honor but the
way McNeill blasted his way to
the National Indoor Singles championship in New York indicates he
is just starting on his path to tenNineteenye-
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itself
junior McNeill had a good

service a

back-

betterthan- average

and a mediocre fore- hand
Now he possesses one of
the finest all- round games eastern
critics ever have seen in the indoor championships
In winning the title from Frank
Bowden his service whistled across
like a shot He volleyed steadily
with a low trajectory across the
Continued on Page 5
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EENY SELF- STYLEP DICTATOR
Of MOO MAS SEARCHING

recent generous gift by Mr
Robert Weaver 09 has brought to
Kenyon a new institution From
May 1st to the 22nd there will be
held in Ascension Hall an exhibition of photographs by Kenyon
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The establishment of the dark
really to help the students

room is
to get

ready

for

the

exhibition

which Is to become an annual
event The photographs which will
be

entered as portrait photographs
of athletic events and
Continued on Page 5
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graphs entered in the contest and
in the establishment
of a dark
room in the basement of Leonard
Hall The dark room readily available to any student on the campus

elaborately equipped

significant

vehicle offered as a proving ground
for new and intersting Kenyon
dramatic talent This old melodrama first staged in 1S59 once
was performed by no less a star
than old Joseph Jefferson Don
Boucicault himself played the Indian in some of the early productions of the work It is a landmark
in the American theatre this play
and makes a dramatic tour de force
for any group which presents it
Our freshmen are fortunate to have
the opportunity both of presenting
their own play and of having at
their disposal one of the mellow
old museum pieces of the theatre
into which they might throw themselves vigorously and with great
spirit
The performance has conclusively proved that the college need
have no fear for a possible lack of
dramatic talent in the future SevContinued on Page 2

DEBATE

HAP THE MI5FORTUK1E TO
FIMD HER- AMD PlMMV

enlarger a sink printer retouching desk and trays For the use of
the equipment for the rest of the
semester an entry fee of 100 is
charged Appointments for time in
the dark room may be made with
Mr Rahming and on Tuesday and
Friday afternoons Mr
Rahming
will he in the dark room to exPlain the use of the equipment and
to give general photographic
ad-

a

PIFFLE

FOR OOOLA- AND

students
The money given by Mr Weaver
is being used both as prize money
to be awarded for the best photo-

is

night

Peoples

event took place on Kenyons
Hill The first year men of the
class of 41 were given the opportunity to appear in a play
the cast of which was restricted exclusively to themselves Whether the plav was
good or bad the very occasion
marked a forward step by the
Dramatic Club who sponsored
the performance and the Department of Speech which is
the protoplasm of the Club
Boucicaults Octoroon was the

Don McNeill is one of
the finest Davis Cup posibilities to
come up in many seasons
In the space of one year McNeill
jumped from National Junior Singles champ to the domination of
the senior event a remarkable feat
As a

By Joseph W
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Debating in a homeand- home
debate with Wittenberg
College
March 23 the Freshman squad
closed their schedule for the year
The squad debated a popular controversial subject with Deiiison
Ohio Wesleyan Oberlin and Wittenberg
The subject
Resolved
That the National Labor Relations
Board should be empowered to enforce compulsory arbitration in all
industrial disputes has been meeting with wide approval and disapproval in view of labor disputes
throughout the country
The five men Tehan McCleary
Anion
Clarke and Bakely who
composed the Freshman squad
will be eligible for varsity debate
next season
One of the novel experiments
tried by the debaters this year was
the exchanging of phonograph rec
ords with other colleges on which
had been recorded affirmative and
negative speeches According to
Dr Black Director of Speech the
venture was entirely successful in
that it allowed the men to hear
themselves exactly as others heard
them Also it provided ample op
portunity to prepare more constructive arguments
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there for the next throe
Of this frroiip of talented
now men we mention briefly nit
with much emphasis John Dickson
yours

Kd Williams and Sid Viunede It
is true that the roles portrayed by
these men were not ones demanding extraordinary talent no part
in tiie play did
yet even with the
little that Mr Vinnedge had to do
lie did it well and certainly went

Three Alumni Return To Hill Visit
Pete Reeves Classroom As Students

Classified Ads

Dramatic Club
Offers iSeiv Play

dvertisn- itn ts or announcements
this column are FKK1J to uiulerand members of the FacBy Hugh R Lawrence
back in his chair his hand charaKenvon has probably never be Kraduates
ulty
Maximum 25 words There is
subject
to
matter
as
tin restriction
covering his chin and
cteristically
morning
Reeves
Pete
The
other
fore had a play simultaneous with except
those which common sense
and pen tlemanly good taste would was calling the roll in his overeyes twinkling in a
his
its Broadway production Yet that dicta
mouth
te
very thing will take place next
crowded Chaucer course
Porter merry way one understood why
Here Sir
week on April G when the Dra- PIPES broken in Only a small
Here Sir Tungst
all his courses are full to overflow
Pete
Shoemakers charge George Scudder Room 2M Wonders
Here Sir
matic Club offers
ing why such men as Tungst Por
Holiday This play is at this time South Hanna
chuckled and eased back in his
ter and Wonders desire to atteml
in
to
chair It always does me good
playing at the Mercury Theatre
PORTRAITS SKETCHED Only 2 welcome some of my old boys back his classes years after they have
New York City to big enthusiastic
audiences who are paying high ad- Larry Kenyon 26 Middle Kenyon in the classroom
The Revs graduated
just why Professor
missions to see it Kenyon under- CHEAPEST photographic service Tungst
roller and Wonders Reeves has been head of the Eng
graduates will be able to see free in Knox county George Dennewitz laughed and became visibly much lish department for so many years
of charge the selfsame comedy Middle Kenyon 24 hour service on at home
in all why the dedication of the
Throughout the hour
This the most frolicsome picture all developing and printing
Pete
Reeves room in the library rings so
would fire questions at them which true
of life in London in the time of LOST Keys on ring Purves Midaddressing
they would answer
Elizabeth depicts the manners and dle Kenyon
customs of the gentle craft of
their professor as Sir When Dr
TENNIS RACKET for sale H Reeves asked Porter to recite on
shoemaking
a certain passage
The prologue of this merrie con- Davis North Hanna
both father
ceited Comedie informs us that NOTICE
No more applications and son responded simultaneously
MENS WEAR
nothing is purposed but mirth
can be accepted for membership in To the students it was evident
by
argument
is thus stated
and the
the French Club Our table is com- that Petey must have meant a
Thomas Dekker the playwright plete P H Larwill
lot to these three men whilst they
120 S Main
on
Sir Hugh Lacy Earl of
in
himself
Hill
were
residence
the
NEARLY all the classified ads in
Dr Reeves always has been
Lincoln had a young gentleman of
Mt Vernon 0
the Collegian obtain results with- Still
his own name his near kinsman
noted
for his interesting lectures
in a couple hours after the paper
so the incident
and discussions
that loved the Lord Mayors daugh- is distributed
ter to prevent and cross which
was not wholly remarkable in their
Compliments of
love the Earl caused his kinsman GOODMANS last record with Gene sight
to be sent Colonel of a company Krupa on the drums is Pop Corn
At the conclusion of the hour
who resigned his Man Better get this one the last Dr Tungst stood up and asked a
into France
place to another gentleman his of a long series of super- quality few minutes grace Then in a most
MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT
friend and came disguised like a records J W Peoples 25 South sincere tone he stated several simHanna
INSURANCE CORP
of
to
house
the
ple
Dutch shoemaker
truths the gist of which
Simon Eyre in Tower Street who WE HAVE everything you want claimed Pete to be a great inspiserved the mayor and his house- and a lot of things you dont Our ration to all youth a leader in the
Compliments of
hold with shoes The merriments stock is calculated to please and arts of culture
under whom no
MINNICH
FRED
that passed in Eyres house his serve everyone especially YOU student could but benefit
coining to be mayor of London The College Shop J H Allen and
Listening then to the praises flowDentist
ing from the soft- spoken minister 7 E High St
Lacys getting his love and other Malcolm Doig
Mt Vernon
accidents Simon Eyre with the un- WANTED
Phone 163
Someone to advise ex- looking at Dr Reeves hunched
ceasing flow of staccato phrases
actly what is being made of the
lUrirllrNIIIMMIMIIIIIIIIII1IIIIIII1IIIIIIIIIIIII1I1M
which he pours out upon all and old Harmers Store building The
Candies
Soda
Lunches
Toasted Sandwiches
sundry from the King to his wife workmen wont tell Address JJ- 69
wench with the Kenyon Collegian Postage spent
Margery the
mealy mouth that will never tire
cheerfully refunded
RECENTLY RENOVATED
is Dekkers best creation and one
Breakfast
Luncheons
Dinners
shavcomic FOR SALE Packard electric
of the most i rrestiibly
SURLAS
FRANCIS
5 K- 25
Collegian
er
characters in English literature
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuintiiiiiniiiii
Shoemakers Holiday was acted
THATS the BANYAN tree W7
for the first time in 1599
fcM yES- THEVRE
Wl k DADDARENT
miss chubsns the
Kfj
connect
Mlm those funny
LOOKING TREES
ING BRANCHES TAKE ROOT Ijrt
glgft ED TOGETHER
W
COMMENCEMENT
AND THE FIRST THING YOU
W
SiXXAllKWBrrTra
KNW
SPEAKERS
A

in

about his characterization with a
venKeance It should be noted that
not everyone can even stand sit
or lie on the floor intelligently
lack of lines to speak notwithstanding as some of the other characters so well displayed
We have little fault to find with
the acting of the Octoroon It is
an obligation not to be neglected
however to mention that the direction was mis- guided in many ways
If students were to direct the play
we should have preferred to have
Dale Shaffer do it alone or some
other equally capable person But
to have no less than three directors
who could not agree all the time
naturally and to have one of the
three make such a fool of himself
at rehearsal
well we cannot understand how it could have been allowed It is not with condemnation
of Mr Sawyers sincere efforts to
work hard for the Dramatic Club
that we criticize him We admire
him for his willingness to spend
week- ends
long
often working
alone to paint sets hang curtains
obtain needed esuipment in addition to playing a part in most of
the plays But we do criticize Mr
Sawyer for his methods of direction wherein he has a field day for
rather tiresome inane humor and
sarcasm at the end of the rehearsal In the manner of Dr Black
who is able to do it well Mr SawIn order to select one or more
yer who cannot tries to point out
who will give the class
speakers
the faults of the production by respeeches at commenceor
speech
ferring to them one by one with a
Seniors are invited
in
June
ment
simgreat profusion of metaphors
a competition to
in
participate
to
iles expanded allegories and diThursday
afternoon April
held
be
vers other figures of speech He
who participate must
28
Those
cast
repeats
The
repeats and
enrolled in the college
laughs at him not with him All have been
six semesters
at
least
for
in all the scene after the rehear
in the competition
Participants
sal is a combination of a Fledge
speeches of about
prepare
should
line- up Alexander Woolcott broadin length Any subject
minutes
ten
and
inspection
C
T
R
cast
0
may
all appropriate to commencement
an imitation of Jack Benny
interested
Those
selected
be
poorly done
with Dr John W
In the line of compliments for should register
of the committee
the direction on the other hand Bljack chairman
by
commencement speakers
we may sincerely say that Shaffer on
31 The judges in the comMarch
apparHawke and Sawyer were
faculty members
ently giving their very best ef- petition will be
fort toward whipping many inexperienced persons into a good
smooth acting group of players
That is a tough assignment On
the whole they did it well The results were highly satisfactory It
is unfortunate that not more stuRICH CREAMY BEER
dents could have seen this play for
were
far
Something new and
its entertainment values
above many movies And after all
better
if the play entertains its audience
may it not be said of it that it has Fine Food Beer Liquor
accomplished its major purpose
and Wine
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dont find it the mellowest tastiest pipe tobacco you
ever smoked return the pocket tin with ths
ro- it nf
of
the rest
be tobacco in it to us at any time within a month
the
from this date and we will refund full purchase pnee
plus postage
Signed R J Reynolds Tobacco Co
Winston- Salem North Carolina
1913 RJ Reynolds Iolrco Co
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Jack Barlow

If Xcw York or the East never
heard of Kenyon College tlioy must
beginning If notice it now In
I

the pant

throe weeks the school has

sent a tennis team of which one
member won lie National Indoor
Crown to New York
This week- end the polo and part
of the swimming teams are competing in New York and New Jer-

respectively in the National
Intercollegiates in each sport To
colleges and universities
some
just another trip but
these are
to the athlete of Kenyon
its an
event and well it ought to be for
this seems to be a banner year for
Kenyon athletics
To compete in these tournament s
lias been a dream of both squads
and regardless of what they do now
that they are there they deserved
to go judging by their records previous to their results in the bis
time class
sey

Kutlers cinder
seems considerably larger
than before but Rudy as always is
however venture to say
silent
that they will win a meet The
track seems greatly improved over
last year but Rudy is still somewhat dissatisfied If there is a good
insurance salesman in Knox county he should be parking on the
Cutler doorstep since baseball and
some
track are on simultaneously
budding Cunningham career is going to be stopped by colliding with
some potential Yankee or Cub home
run ball and the result will be a
three- weeks headache
Track Coach Rudy

squad

I

hitless wonders of Kenyon
meet Monday for their first
session of baseball Coach Imel will
be all set to put the boys down to
The

College

hard work

looking over the schedule
imagine Coach
hope the same as
Imel does that it rains on one of
the two days that we play Wooster Last year every game was a
circus and a comedy of errors This
year the team should be very much
better with a lot of talent coming
and
up from last years freshmen
1

On

I

most of

last years varsity

returni-

Koegler pitched several fine
ball games last year only to have
poor support Add on ten or fifteen
Pitcher
runs From the freshman
Street and Infielders loanes and
Chubbuck should be plenty helpful The last two are powerful hitters and this brand were few and
far between last year
Missing this year will be the
Nick Altrocks of Kenyon baseball
Norm Smith and Moe Miller If the
hall game did not provide you a
laugh they always did

ng

L

DY S

Battle In
Competition For Natators
Record
Poloists Draw A Bye In
Spring Fcctfcail
If Stiffest They
First Round Of Tourney
best and fastest
Gaelics Session
Have Seen
in Kenyons InCras To GIssa Captain Frederick Eberle will

In

yjKt

Coach Chuck Imel led four of his
of the season to
Rutgers university
New Brunswick New Jersey for the National

star performers

Intercollegiate
Swimming meet
The four swimmers are Sebach
Gritlin Shorkey and Davis Sebach
will be entered in the 50 and inn
yard free style events and in the
medley relay Griffin will be in the
last event and in the 150 yard backstroke Shorkey will complete the
third member of the relay team
and Davis will be entered in both
high and low board diving events
Not much can lie said as to the
outcome of the meet The men entered are good in their respective
events and with the breaks Kenyon may get somewhere The competition will be the stiffest the
country can offer

DIAMOND SESSION
NEXT MONDAY

With the first game of the season
less than one month awajr Coach
t
medley rliy moii liy S Chuck Imel requests that all men
Ti
Wiikiiisim
iiiiis
who are back from last years
V
M
w 3 ril iniicr
II 4tli
II
1 itittfi
S
I
II
II
itli
Time
3th
squad and all freshmen who have
vd free stvl
returned to be on hand for the first
won lty VimiV W
2
OV W
rila
llcarv
practice session next Monday aft
4
Woi- CIiiim
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S
ton Ol I
Tniinei
ternoon March 28
VI
M- cKim
II
244
He believes that with the seven
0 vd free stvle Avon ly Rtuve
II- lil
t
I
111
V
2
R
Instice
returning regulars and the bolsterI
lloweii IS I
W YV
KPt
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IYV AV
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Tiim
II
the freshmen squad he will be able
IT
Divinu won lty IInieork l
S
t
it
Irainer
Flowers lit I
to turn out a fairly good team if
I
5 AVatls
4 llirislii- ii IS H
IS I
he has the breaks of the weather
KM yfl
liy Howe
free style won
The following men are requested
2
IK W
innedue I XV W
4
II
Owen
YViliiiKoii S I
to report Baker Wright
especially
I
Iott W W
Kimlle IS I
May Koegler Ehle Sebach SamTime l5s2 Iteeoril
yil Iiiieksl roke won lty HimT
mon S Chubbuck
Cruttenden
Dnrliiii OI II
Hins S I
lloren 111 li 4 llernslein S INEl
Davis
Griffin Heath Herl
Froome
5
Time
Triner IS
loanes Lehrer Owen Prosser and
Iteciii- il
won by Tin7 yd In- east stroke
Street
II
l
n it IS I
Hnneoek
loviim I W
Smilli IW W
The schedule
1N
r Trelevin IS I
Time
April 23 Oberlin
Heeoril
rcl- iy
won ly
100 yil free styl
April 26 at Capital
I
KiiiHe
llowen
Sontli
Leonard
lliddle
AYilkinson
April 29 Denison
lluuuiiis
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W XV i
Leonard 3 Knst YViii
May 3 at Wooster
Middle Manila Time 0514 Hee
ord
May 7 at Otterbein
47
Sontli Leonard
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plus
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May 11 at Oberlin
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May 18 Otterbein
20
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Coach Dwiglit Hafeli announced
today that he had recommended the
following men to Athletic Director
R J Kutler to be awarded their
varsity letters for participation in
varsity basketball Sammon Thomas Olin Owen Chubbuck Bernstein Reeder and Prosser The
only senior to receive a letter was
Rooster Sammon who with Boh
Rollins was elected co- captain of
the squad
This isnt a prophecy for next
Coach Chuck Imel awarded nuyears football team but there cer- merals to the following freshmen
tainly is a much better spirit players
Blount Borges Stacey
Where this spirit came from cant McCoullough Lindherg Chubbuck
be discovered
however a great and Stevens
deal of credit must go to the new
system of allowing the football
players to make their own training out Coach Hafeli has seen men
rules and their own rules for pun- work that he would not have had
ishment Having eleven men re- time to observe next fall due to
main out for spring football is althe short session before the Denimost unheard of in the past but son game These men are contendWednesday after twenty days of ers and those who come out next
practice Coach Hafeli had over two fall must beat them out for posifull teams scrimmaging and that tions It should mean a lot of good
doesnt count the eleven men from scrappy afternoons next fall and
last years squad who did not come you cant tell what may happen

l

Polo and Swimming Teams Off to New York
New Jersey for Intercollegiate Meets This Week

On

In one of the
swimming meets
tramural history the expectant battle between South Leonard and
West W ing turned into a decidedly
superior victory for South Leonard youth Leonard won lour of the
eight events and placed in the
oiliers West Wing won only one
event but placed in five others
Last YVing won two events but
were lacking in placements to end
up in fourth place
Six
intramural records were
broken in the eight events as Dave
kowc led the individual performers
by winning both the 50 yard free
style and 100 yard free style in record time being hotly pursued by
Justice of Middle Leonard South
Leonard won the 150 yard medley
relay in record breaking time Hugsins also of the Betas broke the
record in the 75 yard backstroke
and Tanner of the champs squad
broke the reco- d for the 75 yard
breaststroke South Leonard broke
their fourth record in winning the
100 yard free style relay
Results were as follows

ltior-

Page Three

Tennis Sshedula
In anticipation of a strong tennis
team this year Athletic Director
Rudy Kutler has scheduled several
difficult matches for the Kenyon
netters Two Big Ten teams have
already been scheduled
Northwestern and Indiana with a possibility of adding Ohio State and
Chicago to the list Wayne and
Kentucky are other new schools on
the schedule Also on the schedule
are Western State Ohio Wesleyan
Wooster and Cincinnati
The first match is with Oberlin
at Oberlin on April 23 and as
soon
as the weather
permits
Coach Jarrell will order the boys
outside
April 23 Oberlin away
May 4 Wesleyan away
May 6 Wayne away
May 7 Western State away
May 10 Wooster away
May 12 U of Kentucky away
May 16 Northwestern away
May 18 Wesleyan home
Big Six at home
May 27 Indiana away
May 30 Cincinnati at home

One of the must successful and

beneficial spring football sessions
ever attempted at Kenyon College
is drawing to a close
For the past two weeks Coach
Hafeli has had over twenty- live
men out for practice w ith unheardof regularity The majority of these
men are freshmen who have shown
that some of the varsity members
will have to do some fancy playing
to hold their places next year A
great amount of work has been accomplished and Coach Hafeli is
fairly well satisfied
The squad was divided into two
teams with each taem potentially
of equal strength and in the two
games played to date the Purple
and White have broken even as
each have won one game
The first game was a little spotted in that the teams didnt know
their signals but in the second
game the spectators saw some real
football Although not all of last
years returning backfield men
came out Coach Hafeli found two
well balanced
backfields
that
showed plenty of punch for next
year In the last game there were
two outstanding finds Channel at
end and Seltzer at center
Teddy
Bear Whittaker Dick Olin and
the other members of last years
squad all either showed their usual
game or improvement
Two
quarterbacks
Ireshmeu
seem to have a lot of pep and
power Freddy Hancock who packs
a lot of drive for a little fellow
and Chuck Amato who is fast
alert and shifty Sammy Curtis is
a fine defensive ballplayer as are
the other freshmen Stevens and
Svec Vineyard and McDowell and
Gray gave evidence that they are
to be seriously reckoned with next
year
All in all there seems to be more
pep and spirit than has been seen
on a Kenyon squad for a long time
The chance to set their own rules
the outlook for new equipment and
the first game with Denison all aid
in stimulating spirit
The spring practice session has
given Coach Hafeli a chance to get
a line on his new men He knows
how capable his last years squad
was and now he knows too how
handy boys like McDowell Gray
Curtis G Chubbuck and others
going to be next fall Kenyon also
added a new coach to its staff voluntarily Mike Simmonetti proved
an invaluable aid to Coach Hafeli

SAFETY SERVICE
GARAGE

Storage

lead his strong polo team eastward
to New York where they will remain for a week in order to participate in the annual Intercol-

legiate Polo tournament
The team Bobby MeMahon Fritz
Eberle and Jim Trainer with Bill
Skinner as manager will leave by
auio for New York on Friday afternoon in order to watch the first
round in which they drew a bye
The tourney will be held in the
large Squadron A armory at which
the six Kenyou ponies will arrive
on Monday morning
Captain Eberle hopes to practice
on Monday and Tuesday in order
to get accustomed to the new ring
and to iron out the ponies legs
from traveling On Wednesday evening Kenyon will play the winner
of the Harvard- Penn Military College game which no doubt should
be Harvard
Harvard is the top
favorite by virtue of the sound
thrashing it handed West Point
At the number 3 position for Harvard is Von Stade an international
poloist and rated at six goals At
number 2 is Dillingham a poloist
of ten years experience
Judging by the strength of this
team it would be hazardous for me
to make a prediction but I assure
all of Kenyon that New York poloists will know we were there
Captain Eberle said before leaving
The Kenyon team of MeMahon
at No 3 with two goals Eberle at
No 2 and Trainer at No 1 if successful on Wednesday night against
Flarvard will meet the winner between West Point and Yale for the
title on Saturday night
If the powerful Lords are successful it will be the second national title within a month to come
to Gambier for Don McNeill recently heaped fame upon himself
and his alma mater by winning the
national indoor title The polo trio
unquestionably the strongest college team in the middle west has
met fine success during the current
season having defeated Cornell
chamintercollegiate
defending
pions twice in as many starts Akron Cavalry twice Culver once
and Cincinnati Cavalry three times
The only defeat of the season was
met at the hands of the Cincinnati team

It Pays

Quality Products
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Armstrong
Wallpaper
Bribes
Sherwin- WiUiams
Linoleum
Western Window
Paint
Shades
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SAY IT WITH FLOWERS
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With Eye and Ear

Why Yes Pango

KENYONfulfilCOLLEGIAN
in
aelS SH
ir o
m IuWishing

FSANCISCO

MOVIE CALENDAR
Theres a Wall Street in NewA few nights ago I was walking
Lord
Spain
war
in
Vine
a
York theres
about the division when I spied one Sunday and Monday
South
Sunuybrook
arm
the
of
is
at
becca
there
knows what
of the brothets drooped out of the

Lady Behave
Memorial
window in a most Uukudasical
Rebecca of SunVine
Tuesday
manner I immediately thought that
uybrook Farm
he was relieving himself of a litThey Wont Forget
Memorial
tle Bock beer but it turned out Wednesday
Romance in
Vine
that he was looking at the moon
the Dark
As he rolled each eye at the moon
Atlantic Flight on
Memorial
The Hit Parade on
the screen
Ah moon is she
he would say
the stage
Then
looking up at you tonight
Everybodys Doit came to me that spring is of- Thursday Vine
ing It
ficially here
Atlantic Flight
Memorial
o o
Friday
Saturday
CasVine
and
When walking back from the
sidy
of Bar 20 and First 100
companC
Shop at night with a
in world politics
Years
Why 1 inquire peeking at him ion I am not surprised to hear him
Midnight through Monday
Saturday
say Oh if you were only my litover the edge ot the bed
Vine
The Goldwyn Follies
now
tle pigeon
Then world peace could be acPenitentiary
Memorial
o
o
complished replies Hango very sure
But this is not the only sigh of
Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm
or himself Just like Napoleon achere is spring That wonderful black bev- is as you must already know the
retort
complished it
erage capped with a happy white
not a man living wno could assume blanket of foam commonly known latest in the Shirley Temple cycle
power
photoplays The old book
that much responsibility and
as Bock Beer has made its appear- of epic
without taking personal advantage ance It is indeed spring when the has been streamlined beyond recrumbling belches of Kenyon men ognition which is probably an exof it
aueo inai b are flavored with the aroma of this cellent idea and Shirley gets pleni could comesses
ty or opportunity to get off the
just it 1 say lehows lite you who Elysiau meade
o o
could accept sticn a responsibility
farm and on the air By thus doing
never
become powerful
couiu
Yet another sign of spring The she is enabled to sing all the new
enough to inatve any uilierence in other day while walking behind songs
written lor the film As cusworld politics leah i- ango chal- the hill for exercise
came upon tomary in most Temple pictures
powlenges me wno cant become
thought at first glance to
what
alone
erml enough It all depends upon be a field of white melons Imagine Bill Robinson tap- dances
tops
bhiriey
is
with
the extent or your spy service
and
at
tie
my chagrin when or approaching
Are you a pretty good spyer
my melon patch turned into a bil- tapping There s much good talent
bet says lowy sea of posterior
ask humorously You
ol an ages in this picture anu a
extremities
find out a lot of In other
Pango modestly
words the boys were tak- great ueai of time thought aim
things which you dont think
ing sunbaths lying on their stommoney has been expended on it tu
commend achs
know Good for you
you
make it entertaining We do not
dont
him but watch out that
o o
catch your nose in any swinging
think you need feel above seeing
When I was walking back from
doors Dont worry about me says
the commons one day I nearly bad a Shirley Temple film when they
Pango Im a born spy
my
head taken off by a baseball are as good as this one is
Well I ask what do you know
This
They Wont Forget plays a oneis indeed a sure sign of
I
know that
Now says Pango
spring You can always be sure night stand at the Memorial this
you lost your decorum last weekend and
Thats enough of that that the blessed season is just Tuesday evening and with good
say if youll drop the whole around the corner when the boys reason This film has been praised
thing Ill admit that you know start to spit on their gloves and in seven languages It is without
talk of the Yanks chances for an- any shadow of
more than you ought to know
doubt one of the
other pennant Right in this line years best
and ranks along with
Will you admit that Im a born
spyer asks Pango Sure I say Ill come the golfers They too are the Muni and Garbo pictures as
admit that youre as good as the seized by the young mans fancy super- fine drama Dealing with the
turns spirit They get a wild glint
social problem in the South of race
best of them Do you think I would
in their eyes throw books aside
asks Pango
and sectional prejudice as it does
be a good dictator
trying to get as much out of me as grab their clubs and start to knock this picture really sticks in ones
a little ball through the windows
memory for a long time as a result
he can Listen I give in youd be
a marvel
of its poignant and questioning
o o
Okeh concedes Pango Ill forget
The last sign of spring and the message It is more than mere enabout last week- end even about one that is
surest is the sign of tertainment It is a social docuthe time you
Thats enough
ennui of that season is the down ment We recommend it to your
very serious attention It has much
add hastily Ill not only admit that One is
inclined to let his thoughts
you are an expert spyer but Ill
drift from Shakespeare when the that deserves a second viewing
also admit that you are an accom- little one back
The Goldwyn Follies has been
home pops into
plished blackmailer
alternately
praised and run into the
mind In fact with the novelty of
ground by different critics Even
Thats as much as I could expect going out of doors without
dropLife and Time two magazines pubafter reading only the first three ping dead with cold the boys
seem
chapters says Pango and he turns to
forget studies Its better just to lished by the same editorial staff
disagreed on the merits of this
back to reading bis book while I sleep in
the sun That is how got
very costly production Staged in
am wondering whether it is the my
first down and with spring
best thing in the world for him to sticking
Technicolor it is a Gargantan specaround like it does Ill
be reading such dangerous literatacle of dance and song that probprobably get more
ture
ably will not be equalled for picQ E D
o
torial beauty for a long time to
Notes on Spring When the birds
come However the critics may
and the bees and the flowers are
disagree on its general excellence
fiaming with renewed life Kensome saying it is poor others
yon students are catching Spring
listing it among their favorites of
fever and losing whatever life they
all time we can but point out that
ever had
in its cast are everything from the
o
American Ballet to Charlie MCampus comment Noise is easy
We
cCarthy and Edgar Bergen
to create and very difficult to supcould sit through any picture that
press And it is remarkable that
had the insolent McCarthy as one
college men are taking the easy
of its stars And then of course
way But then perhaps it is just
there are the Ritz Brothers There
the current of the times
is opera swing burlesque anyPyro Paul says
thing your heart might desire in
have nothing to say but The Goldwyn Follies so you
STAR SHOE SHOP
Watch for my sur- might as well go take a chance on
We buy books shoes clothes
it and form your own opinion Be
prise package the wrapand anything of value
per of which will en- sure to look for Zorina dancing
35 E Gambier St
the Ballet and the big white
you to the next with
title
plaster
horse She is positively
Mt Vernon
four fires free
ravishing

Pole but its mining at Kenyon
In if
iriTh
iiusmess
and little Pango is leading a book
spkk
M
in in
Vernon
MtliaKer Juiitil
about secret service I am lying
MA X A H it
Two
Dollars a rilSIVI
SlsTiptons
M
cn the bed dreaming about how
5le
year in aivano
ASSISTANT
line it would be il 1 would study
J Wliinli- r Mil
In
at
Kntered
the Postotlice
X MAN A HE It
as
Class
Ohio
lAT
Swiid
rnlir
and become a Phi Bete when Pango
r
T 3UNirv III
Matter
interrupts my pleasant apostrophe
Editor Francis JI Buyer
You know what Pango asks quizAssociate Editor Joseph W Peoples Jr
zically wouldnt it be swell if one
Department Editors Robert Sonenfield Hush Lawrence Jack Barlow
man could spread a spy system all
over the world so that he could
With the close of the National intercollegiate swimming
control everything that happened
For
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meet and National AAU swim Kenyon can do well to look at
the record its natators have piled up Much space in THE
COLLEGIAN has been devoted in the past weeks to their victories over eleven colleges and universities in this section of
the country In the eyes of Kenyon men this record becomes
more enviable for the team brought the first unbeaten untied
team since the turn of the century plus a Conference Championship to the Hill However in looking at the record let us
not fail to look behind the record
The six hundred points the Kenyon mermen scored against
their opponents two hundred and thirty- three speak for the
hard work of veterans Eagon Sebach Shorkey Ehle Matthews and Long Griffin Henry Davis Lehr and B rouse have
showed their ability to be the nucleus of the swimming team
next year We can not be too vociferous in our congratulations
to these men

But champions of all kinds need a spark plug a driving
force to make them real champions With a swimming team
that spark plug can be provided by a coach like all driving
forces he may be good bad or indifferent We on the Hill know
that Coach Imel is not bad or indifferent Those of us who have
been intensely interested in swimming know that he is a man
that can produce His record alone can speak for that Coach
Imel provided that driving force champions need His ability
as trainer conditioner and coach have brought satisfaction to
him in his swimming team The same qualities have brought
satisfaction to Kenyon and Kenyon alumni
It seems to THE COLLEGIAN that the least Kenyon can
do in appreciation of its swimming team and coach is to stage
a real honest to goodness banquet in honor of those who have
produced Let the sweaters blankets and trophies be presented
at that time But far more important Jet all that stored up
spirit make the Great Hall rafters ring in praise of Coach
Charles Imel and Kenyons swimming team
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E MALCOLM ANDERSON
E Malcolm Anderson
14 M
had a secure place in the affec-

tions of his classmates and the
many Kenyon men who knew
him A generous and enthusiastic supporter of his college he
was also a sympathetic and
willing collaborator in enterprises designed to make college
life more wholesome pleasant
and meaningful to the undergraduates He took a prominent
part in the affairs of his fraternity Psi Upsilon A small example of his interest in the
things which go to make college

life pleasant was his active
support of a proposal to establish moving pictures in Kenyon
Recently Mr Andersons generosity and his careful planning
in large measure brought about
date
the purchase of an
projector
On the Board of Trustees his
counsel
his forward- looking
spirit and his sense of fun will
be sadly missed All through
the College students faculty
and alumni suffer real loss in
his death
GORDON KEITH CHALMERS
upto-
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Letters

GOLFERS HEED

Sound Advice

s1

no

With the first match of the coinin noil season hut a little more

re

in

Hits column

To The Editor

The Kenyon Collegian
Cambier Ohio
Sir
While recently engaged in some
historical studies I came across a
letter written by the Right Reverend
William Jones Boone Bishop of
Shanghai 1S4 1SG4 while he was
on a visit to this country It is
dated at Orange N J 11 October
1S5S
and contains the following
passages
I have visited Kenyon College in Ohio
My young Chinese friend and myself were received in the most cordial manner by the president professors and students at Gambier
The number of students is
on the increase
and it only
needs an increase of endowment to make it one of the first
colleges in the land
the
thorough manner in which the
classics are taught
So many
youths over one hundred I
think came forward to the
Lords Table
It was a flying visit but it never
takes long to hear about Kenyons
21
Big Six at Gran- need of endowment
However if
at Wooster and 27 at the Bishop had been a Kenyon
man or since he was obviously a

fiye weeks away

seems
than
aspirants
team
for
the
that the
encouraged
get
to
out
he
should
just
possias
soon
as
uul practice
ble and to make use of the golf
practice room in the field house by
the tennis courts
There is an abundance of material for the team this year and
from this group it seems that six
good players could under a challenge system build up a formidable four man team Under this
plan a man is not certain to keep
any one position because he qualified for it at the beginning of the
season Any man may be challenged for his position by the man
helow him once during the week
A challenger should not take advantage of another man in case
of bad weather or in case of heavy
matches in succession
is as follows
The schedule
29 at DeniApril 23 at Marietta
son 30 at Akron May 3 at Ober7 Marietta
9
lin 5 at Wooster
Denison 11 at Akron IS at Ohio
Wesleyan
ville 23
Oberlin

it

1-

man of good discernment
and
sound judgment had he stopped a
little longer he would scarcely
have spoken of anything as being
needed to make Kenyon one of
the first colleges in the land
Faithfully yours
JOHN COLE McKIM 04

seen him in action had suggested
somewhat timorously that he might
not be able to stand the pace of
gruelling tournament play
McNeill however is the springy
wiry sort and so far has exhibited an amazing amount of vitality
In addition he has ideal tournaNothing seems to
ment nerves
MT VERNON CONCERT
him
bother
Music lovers of Mt Vernon and
Don learned his game on the
Gambier last Tuesday attended a
public clay courts of Oklahoma
concert given in the Memorial hall
McNeill
City before he traveled eastward
by Gregor Piatigorsky famous viContinued from Page 1
to lead Kenyon to a place in the
olincellist
Enthusiasm
and ap- net and his footwork and timing collegiate
tennis sun Its his ultiplause followed each of his selec- were well- nigh perfect
mate ambition to some day play on
His slender build belies his rugtions and numerous encores were
Cup team
gedness Many observers who had the United States Davis
called for by the audience
Courtesy Columbus Citizen
Mr Piatigorsky is generally reciiininiiiliiliiliiliilnltt
iliilnlIHliHilit
ognized as the greatest living celextensively
list He has traveled
Your Spring Needs
and has performed throughout the
worlds music stages The Comin Shirts Hose
munity Music Club is responsible
for bringing some of the worlds
1
Neckwear Pajamas
artists within the reach of Kenyon
and Gambier
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WEAVERS GIFT
Continued from Page 1
photographs considered from the
art standpoint will be judged on
their technical and artistic qualities A prize of five dollars will be
awarded in each of the three
classes
Mr Rahming well known for his
work in photography considers the
newly established room one of A- l
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Camels are

preferred by the
tobacco growers
who know leaf
tobacco from
the ground up
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according to the
observation of tobacco
planters themselves
Thomas Middleton and his twin
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record- smashing auto racing driver to
BEN E WILBLR radio announcer

i
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I
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WINNING the 500- mile Indianapolis rate Wilbur Shaw reached for a
Camel and went on to point out another difference he finds between Camels and
other cigarettes I get a grand lift with a Camel just when I need it
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COMING NEXT MONDAY
CAN-

DlE

TOR

Americas great fun- maker and personality brought
to you by Camel cigarettes Every Monday at 730
pm EST 630 pm CST 830 pm MS 1 and
730 pm P ST over Columbia Network

And-

Next Tuesday March 29

BENNY GOODMAN

THE KING OF SWING
Hear the Goodman Band go to town Every Tuesday at 930 pmEST 830 pm CST 730 pm
MST and 630 pm PSToverColumbiaNetwork

have been growing tobacco for 14
years The Camel people bought
up my best tobacco last year Tom
Middleton says They have for 12
years When anyone talks about
finer more expensive tobaccos
that means Camels to me I smoke
em my brother smokes em and
so do most of us around here who
grow and knoio tobacco

AFTER

Camel is the cigarette lliat agrees
with me the cigarette that lets
me enjoy smoking to the full

ED-

brother James

Yes Ben Camels are a lot different Thats why
they re the racing drivers favorite To fellows like
us there are so many things that mean a great deal
in smoking One big angle that carries weight with
me is that Camels agree with me I ve smoked a
good many thousands of Camels in the past 10
years so I know that from experience

1

y

1

4

SHAW noodles out a tough
automotive design gets in a
bit of Camel smoking doing
it Camels are extra gentle to
my throat he says

ITS YOUR MOVE savs Wilbur to Mrs Shaw His own
move is to light up a Camel
Camels
for digestions sake
finish off a meal he says

I

Jffl

Henderson Carroll
has been growing
tobacco for 18 years
For my own smoking
I
he says
like Camels I know
the Camel buyers
purchased just about every top
grade lot of tobacco at the sales I
went to last year My own crop
was a dandy And as usual Camel
got the best of it

Ive

been

plant

ing tobacco for 20
years saysllarry
C King a suc-

cessful grower
who knows tobac-

Camels are a matchless
blend of finer
MORE EXPENSIVE

TOBACCOS

Turkish and Domestic

cof romtheground
up because lie grows it Camel
buurht the choice lots of my last
tobacco crop paid more for my
best leaf tobacco So 1 know Uicy
use finer more expensive tobaccos
in Camel cigarettes Thats one
mighty good reason why my cigarette is Camel
Copyright
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best
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equipment

available

was

1

COMPLETE

as a

great Camel smoker
Mr Shaw Are Camels
ally so different
from other ega
rettes
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Shop at

and Underwear
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Youre known

4

any
quality According to him
negative or part of a negative may
enlargemake an extraordinary
ment The men will be required
to furnish their own chemicals and
paper but will find that their interest in the work will not prove to
be expensive
The use of the room by students
for commercial work will be prohibited

J Reynolds Tobacco Compon7
Sulem NorLhCarollnn
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FLYIMG CLUll

GREASES RAMP
In the hope

JAMMARONS
Cleaning and Pressing

GEORGE ROWLEY

GENE VAL DEANS

THE JACOBS SHOE
REPAIR SHOP

In Gambier

Sandwiches

Lunches

Beer
Open Until 12 oclock
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tou carry Chesterfields
in your own special case

or you

may prefer the attractive all- white
Chesterfield package In any case
youre supplied for a day of real
smoking pleasure
Fill your case with Chesterfields
for that refreshing mildness
that pleasing taste and aroma that
so many smokers like
Chesterfields mild ripe tobaccos
grown and aromatic Turkish
and pure cigarette paper are the
best ingredients a cigarette can have
home-
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PROVISION

STORE
The Best
in Foods

137 South Main St
Mt
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LUBRICATION SERVICE
TIRE REPAIRING
Hot Water Heaters Fog Lights Defrosting Fans
inc Batteries
Goodrich Tires and Tubes
Linco Tires and Tubes
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For Groceries

Gambier Ohio

PITKINS

135-

White Store

For Refreshments

that the simultaneous

utilization of the Fleet and Fledgeling may soon again be realized
members of the Kenyon Flying
Club are now about to doff their
winter skins and grease the airport ramn in wait for the Spring
flying meet schedule Replacement
in the
of a cracked ciankease
Fledgeling proved to be a three
months Job In spite of dayto- day
reports that the repaired ship was
almost ready and would undoubtedly soar into Kenyon within the
next few days its actual appearance refused to be hurried It was
only on last Tuesday that the
Fledge
actually flew in with
Shubin and Don Gretzer in the tailend of a storm that drove early
sun- enthusiasts off the campus and
broke up the embryonic tea party
in front of the Sigma Pi division
High in the hope that they would
again boast two active planes
members of the flying club were
heard to mutter condemnations
into their cups of crank- case oil
as they heard that now the Fleet is
out It has an overbearing bearing surface on the master rod
which needs rcbabHtting
The
lesser crate will now grace the
hangars of Columbus for a short
while or as the latest sick- bed reports read from clay to clay and
the rebabbitting will be a matter
of a week or so
With these lesser difficulties out
of the way great things may be expected from the Kenyon club In
spite of the bar at the Garden City
Hotel on Long Island members of
the club attending the National Intercollegiate Flying Meet at Hicksville L I last June were able
to establish themselves as National
Intercollegiate Flying champs This
year older men more hours to
their credit and almost unlimited
bar experience the same flying
team advances on the same conquests they won last year Prospects are sky high of course in
the event that all pass their barexams
Five senior solo men Lieurance
Rose Boren Ascher and Nichols
four Junior soloists Henderson
Elliott Legg and Sonenfield and
two Sophomores Shubin and Sutton are now slated to participate
in meets this year Four meets are
definitely planned the Second Annual Mid- West Meet to be held
here at Kenyon the Eastern Intercollegiate Meet to be held in Philadelphia the National Intercollegiate Meet location yet to be arranged and the second IntraK- enyon
club meet to be held soon on
the Kenyon port
The most recent award of Kenyon solo wings was obtained by
Murray Shubin who two weeks ago
made his first solo in the Fleet

The Red

Vernon Ohio
Copyright 1938 Liggett
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